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Abstract. This paper initiates a study of Z-hypergroups, that is, commuta-

tive topological hypergroups K such that K/Z is compact where Z denotes

the maximum subgroup (equivalently, the center) of K. The character

hypergroup iC is studied and its connection with the locally compact

abelian group Z* is given. Each Z-group is shown to correspond in a natural

way to a Z-hypergroup. It is observed that the dual of a Z-group is itself a

hypergroup. The basic orthogonality relations on Z-groups due to S. Gros-

ser and M. Moskowitz are shown to hold for most Z-hypergroups. Some

results on measure algebras of compact hypergroups due to C. F. Dunkl are

extended to a class of noncompact hypergroups.

1. Introduction. The theory of topological hypergroups was initiated by

Dunkl [3], Jewett [8] and Spector [14] and has recently received a good deal of

attention from harmonic analysts. This is because the setting of hypergroups

is sufficiently general to cover a variety of important examples including

double-coset spaces, and yet is concrete enough to allow a reasonable theory

to develop. A fairly complete history is given in [12].

Our goal here is to initiate a study of Z-hypergroups, which are analogous

to Z-groups. Each Z-group corresponds in a natural way to a Z-hypergroup

[§5]. The basic orthogonality relations on Z-groups due to Grosser and

Moskowitz [6] hold also for most Z-hypergroups [§4]. Along the way [§3] we

will generalize some results of Dunkl [3] concerning the center of a

hypergroup. We also indicate in §6 how his results on measure algebras

extend to a class of noncompact hypergroups. In §2 we set down some useful

basic results that one would expect to hold.

Throughout this paper K will denote a commutative hypergroup. Our basic

reference will be Jewett [8], who called hypergroups "convos". In particular,

we adopt Jewett's axioms, which differ somewhat from those of Dunkl and

Spector. Unless otherwise specified, our notation will follow that of Jewett.

We will use x(->x instead of xh>x~ for the involution of K.
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We now discuss some hypergroups that are induced from groups. Let G be

a locally compact [Hausdorff] group and let B denote a subgroup of the

automorphism group Aut(G) that contains the group 1(G) of inner

automorphisms. We call G an [FIA]^-groiyp provided the closure B~ of B in

Aut(G) is compact. For each x in G, let [x] denote the B "-orbit of x in G, i.e.

[x] = {ß(x): ß E B~). We write GB for the space of all ¿"-orbits; thus GB

is exactly GB as defined by Jewett [8, 8.1]. The space GB is a commutative

hypergroup with the operation

Plx]*Ply]=l      Plß{x)y]dß;

see [8, 8.3A]. It can be shown that the natural map xi-»[;c] is an orbital

morphism from G onto GB with recomposition çM = jB-PßrX) dß; see Jewett

[8, 13.3].
We next indicate how the set GB of characters of GB can be identified with

the set dcB of ¿-characters on G defined and studied by Mosak [9, §2]. Each

.8-character <p on G is constant on the B"-orbits of G and so may be regarded

as a continuous function <p5 on GB: <pB([x]) = <p(x) for x E G. The B-

character formula

<P(x)<p(y) = f   q>(ß(x)y)dß,       x,y(=G,

in [9, 4.4] trivially implies the character formula q>B([x] * [y]) =

<PB([x])<pBdy]) on the hypergroup GB. <pB is hermitian on GB because <p is

positive-definite on G. Thus ç>i-»(pB maps 2EB into GB. Now consider any \p in

GB and define q>(x) = \p([x]) for x E G. It is easy to verify that <p is a

bounded continuous ¿-invariant function on G satisfying the ¿-character

formula. To conclude that <p belongs to 3iB we need <p to be positive-definite,

which does not appear to follow directly even though \}/ is positive-definite on

GB [8, 12.3A]. However, a theorem of Hulanicki [9, 4.12] shows that <p E 2EB.

Since <pB = i//, we conclude that opi-»<pB maps dcB onto GB. This identification

is a homeomoiphism since both spaces are given the topology of uniform

convergence on compact sets.

Unfortunately, there exist [three-element] commutative hypergroups K such

that K is not a hypergroup under pointwise multiplication; see §2. It is not

even clear whether GB, alias 3iB, must be a hypergroup. It is a hypergroup if G

itself is abelian, because it turns out that the notation GB is unambiguous:

(GBy^ (G)B where G denotes the character group of G. Incidentally, this

case is of genuine interest; see [12, §3] and §6.

Another case in which GB is a hypergroup arises as follows. Let G be a

Z-group, i.e. a locally compact group such that G/Z is compact where Z

denotes the center of G. Then the inner automorphism group 1(G) is
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compact, and G¡ = G/(G) is the hypergroup of all conjugacy classes in G. The

space G, is identified with the space £ of normalized characters of G [6]. In §5

we will show that X is a hypergroup.

2. The character hypergroup. Recall that K denotes a commutative

hypergroup. We say that K is a hypergroup provided it is a hypergroup with

respect to pointwise multiplication. In other words, we require that the

inverse Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p^ * p^ equal the pointwise product.

That is,

<p(x)t(x) = J, x(*) d(p9 * p+)(X)   for x E K.

We will assume that K is a hypergroup only when necessary. Three-element

hypergroups K such that K is not a hypergroup are given in [3,4.8], [8, 9.1C].

Dunkl, Jewett and Spector probably all knew our first lemma.

2.1. Lemma. K separates the points of K.

Proof. Applying 12.2B of [8] with a = 0, we see that if ¡i E M (K) and

ß = 0, then ¡i = 0. If x,y are distinct elements in K, then/?,. — py ¥= 0 and so

(Px ~ PyY*£ 0- This implies that \p(x) j= $(y) for some \p E K.   □

Unlike the group case, K need not span an algebra of functions on K. This

can be seen using the hypergroup in [8, 9.3]. Because of this, the proof of the

next theorem is a little more delicate than might have been anticipated.

2.2. Theorem. Suppose that K is a hypergroup and let F be a compact subset

ofK. Then K\F spans a uniformly dense subspace ofC(F).

Proof. Let S denote the linear span of K\F in C(F). We will show that its

uniform closure S " equals C(F).

Clearly S~ is a linear subspace of C(F). Since K is closed under

conjugation, the same is true for S and for S ~. Since K separates points of K,

S ~ separates points of F. Since S ~ also contains the constant functions, the

Stone-Weierstrass theorem would apply provided S " is closed under point-

wise products. A standard approximation argument shows that it suffices to

prove

<p,\¡>EKimply <[aP\f E 5". (1)

To show this, let ¡i = p^ * p^ and let E be the [compact] support of ¡l. Then

<p(x)\p(x) = f x(x) d¡i(x)   for all x E K.
JE

Given e > 0, there is a Borel partition {Ex,..., Em) ol E such that

x E F, xi, X2 e Ej imply \xx(x) - x2(»| < e-

For j = 1,2,... ,m, select ty in E¡. Then for x E F, we have
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m m m       .

<P(*)H*)- 2   KEj)4j(x) =2    f x(x)dp,(x)- S    /   *,(*)*(*)
y-i y-i /$ ;=i /*

< £/!(£) = e.

Since ^jLi^Eßyf/jlf belongs to S and since e > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude

that <p4/\f is in S~, i.e. (1) holds.   □

2.3. Corollary. Suppose that K is a hypergroup and let H be a compact

subhypergroup of K. Then every character of H extends to a character of K.

Proof. It is obvious that restrictions of characters are characters. The

theorem shows that K\H spans a uniformly dense subspace of C(H), and H

is an orthogonal basis for L2(H) by [3, 3.5] or 4.7 below. These two facts

imply that K\H = H; compare [7,23.20].   □

The following will be useful later.

2.4. Proposition. Ifx¡> is in Kand$¥=l, then inf{Re \¡>(z): z E K) < 0.

Proof. Select x E. K so that a = $(x) =£ 1 and observe that |a| < 1 [8,

6.3D]. Let p„ be px * px* • • • *px (n factors). A straightforward induction

argument shows that ¡,¿ty d¡i„ = a" and, hence, Re(a") = ¡KRe ip(z) dp„(z).

If k - inf{Re 4>(z): z E K}, the last identity implies that k < Re(a") for all

«. If |a| = 1, then {a": n = 1, 2,... } is a subsemigroup of the circle group

and so Re(a") < 0 for some n. If \a\ < 1, then lim,,.,«, Re(a") = 0. In either

case, k < 0.   □

It is possible that the inequality in 2.4 is always strict. However, the

number "0" cannot be replaced by any negative number; see [4,3.7].

The following corollary is well known [14, II. 2.6].

2.5. Corollary. If Kis compact, then K is discrete.

Proof. {$ E K: |^(z) - 1| < \ for all z E K} = {1}.   □

The proof of the next proposition is similar to that of 2.4. Of course,

Lemma 2.1 is also needed in the proof.

2.6. Proposition. Suppose that Kis a hypergroup. IfxE Kandx ^ e, then

inf{Re x(x): X 6 K} < 0.

3. The center of a hypergroup. Dunkl [3, 1.6] defines the center Z = Z(K)

of a hypergroup K as the set of all x in K such that supp^ *py) is a

singleton for each y E K. Jewett [8, 10.4] defines the maximum subgroup ofK

as the set of all x in K such that suppQ^ *px) = {e}. It is easy [8, 10.4B] to

show that Dunkl's center is exactly Jewett's maximum subgroup. Both terms

are eminently suitably. In fact, both authors prove that Z is a locally compact

[abelian] group. On the other hand, if G is a Z-group with center Z (G) and if
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jci-»[x] is the natural mapping of G onto the hypergroup G¡, then Z(G¡) is

exactly the set {[z]: z E Z(G)). Thus Z(K) for a hypergroup K can be

viewed as a generalized center.

For elements x E K and z E Z = Z(iT), we will write xz for the unique

element satisfying px *pz = pxz. Likewise, for sets A Q K and B C Z we

write AB in place of A * B.
The next result is given by Dunkl [3,2.2].

3.1. Proposition. Let T0 be a closed subgroup of the circle group, and let

S = {x E K: <p(x) E T0)for some <p E K. Then

(i) 5 is a closed subhypergroup of K.

(ii) <p is constant with value (p(x)<p(y) on supp(px *py) for each x, y E S.

(iii) If<p,\pe. Kand \<p\ = 1, then qn}> E K.

3.2. Remarks, (a) If K is a hypergroup, then Z(K) is, by Jewett's

definition, the set {<p E K: <p<p = 1} = {<p E K: |<p| = 1}. Even if K is not a

hypergroup, this is a reasonable definition for Z (K). Moreover, this set is also

Z(K) by Dunkl's definition in view of 3.1(iii).

(b) For E Q K, we define

Ex = {x E #: <p(x) = 1 for all <p E £ },

and for F C K, we define

For £ ç K, E x is a closed subhypergroup of K. If K is a hypergroup, then

Fx is a closed subhypergroup of K for F Ç AT.

The next two propositions are proved by Dunkl [3, 3.12, 3.13] for compact

hypergroups. The proof of Proposition 3.3 is just like Dunkl's and we omit it,

but part of our proof of Proposition 3.4 is different.

3.3. Proposition. If F = U {suppQ?^ *px): x E K), then F1- = Z(K).

3.4. Proposition. Suppose that K is a hypergroup and let E =

U {supp(/>9 *p9): <p E K}. Then

(i) £x = Z(K) ={xEK: \<p(x)\ = I for ally E K) and

(ii)ZXJ- = Z.

Proof. Let F = {x E K: \<p(x)\ = 1 for all q> E K}. For x E K and <p E K

we have

|<K*)|2 = ?WÏW =f¿x(x) d(p9 *pf)(x). (i)

If x is in F this integral is 1 and so x(x) = 1 for all x in supp^ * p9). Hence

x is in Ex. On the other hand, if x is in Ex, then the integral in (1) must

equal 1 and so \y(x)\ = 1, i.e. x belongs to F. Thus we have Ex = F.
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For x E K and q> E K we also have

l<P(*)|2 - ?WÏW " <p(x)<p(x) = [ <P d(px *PX). (2)

If x E Z(K), then (2) shows that |<p(.x)|2 = fKq> dpe = <p(e) = 1 and so

x E F. Thus Z(K) Ç F. If x E F, then (2) shows that fK tp d(px *px) = l
for ail <p E K. In other words, the inverse Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of

Px * Pi and/?e are equal on K. Therefore^ *px = pe and so x E Z(K). Thus

F C Z(K)-and (i) has been established.

Obviously Z Ç Zxx. If <p is in K and x is in Z, then |<p(x)| = 1 and so (1)

shows that x(x) = 1 for ail x ni supp^ * p¿). This shows that E C Z x and

consequently Zxx Ç Ex = Z. Thus (ii) holds.   D

We now define a very useful map X; see, for example, [3, 3.15] and [5, 1.4].

For uV E K, let X($) be the restriction of ip to Z = Z(Ä"). It is easy to verify

that À is a continuous mapping of K into the character group Z of Z.

Sometimes X maps K onto Z. This happens if Z is compact by Corollary 2.3

and also if K = G7 for a Z-group G by a highly nontrivial theorem of Grosser

and Moskowitz [6, 5.5], In any case, A has dense range in Z as we will show in

Proposition 3.6. Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 hold for compact hypergroups by

Dunkl [3,3.16, 3.17].

3.5. Proposition. For x G HK) c Z, let

Zx = [<p E K: <p\z = X((p) = x),

and note that Z, = Z x. Suppose that K is a hypergroup. For <p, $ E K we have

supp(/»9 *p¡) C Zx   where x = #lz-

Proof. For x E Z we have |ç>(x)i//(x)| = 1 and also

<p(x)t(x) =f¿x(x) d(pv */v)(x)-

It follows that (p(x)\p(x) = x(x) for all x in supp(/?9 * p^).   □

3.6. Proposition. If K is a hypergroup, then X is a continuous map of K onto

a dense subgroup ofZ.

Proof. First we show that X(K) is a subgroup of Z. Consider two elements

in X(K), say X(<p) and X(ip) where cp, u/ E K. Since suppig * p¿) =£0, we can

select some | in sapp(p *p¿). By Proposition 3.5, we have £|z = qpi^lZ, i.e.

KO = K<P)Mip)- Thus X(K) is closed under products and it is easy to show

that it is also closed under inversion [conjugation]. Since K separates points of

K, X(K) separates points of Z. A routine argument using annihilators now

shows that X(K) is dense in Z.   □
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3.7. Proposition. Suppose that K is a hypergroup. For <p, ̂  E K we have

X(y) = X(\p) if and only ifq> E$ * Zx.

Proof. If <p E \¡/ * Zx, then <p belongs to supp(^+ */>7) for some {EZX

and Proposition 3.5 shows that X(y) = <p|z = ^||2 = i|/|z = X(\p).

Now suppose that X(<p) = X(^) and select any £ in supp(/?9 * p¿). By 3.5, we

have £|z = (¡w/^ = X(<p)X(^)= 1 and so £ E Zx. From [8, 4.1B] we see that

<p is in supp(/>^, * p¿) and so <p belongs to ^ * Z x.   □

3.8. Corollary. Suppose that Kis a hypergroup, \p E K and x E X(K) C Z.

Then Zx = $ * Zx if and only if X(\p) = x- Hence the hypercosets t// * Z x are

pairwise disjoint.

4. Z-hypergroups. In this section we define and study Z-hypergroups. An

important and motivating example is the hypergroup G¡ for a Z-group G; see

§5. The double-coset space K//H of a hypergroup K is itself a hypergroup

provided the subhypergroup H is compact [8, §14]. Otherwise the situation is

generally unclear, but we will show that K//Z is always a hypergroup.

4.1. Theorem. IfH is a closed subgroup ofZ, then K//H is a hypergroup.

Proof. Recall our notational convention for xz where x E K and z E Z:

Pxz = Px *Pz- Since K is commutative, the double-cosets in K//H all have

the form xH = {xz: z E H). For xH,yH in K//H,pxIi *pyH is defined by

the formula

/ „   fd(PxH *PyH) =ff(uH) d(px *Py)(u) (1)
JK//H JK

for / in C0(K//H). In order to show that (1) is well defined, we first show

that

/ f(uH) d(p. *pz)(u) -/ f(uH) dp.(u) (2)
JK JK

for / E C0(K//H), ¡i E M(K) and z E H. We define g(u) = f(uH) for

u E K and calculate:

[ f(uH) d(¡i *pz)(u) = f g(u) d((i *Pz)(u)
JK JK

= í  í  Í 2 d(P* *pJ d^) dPz(y) =ffg d(px *pz) dp.(x)
JK JK JK JK JK

= f  [ gdpxzdn(x)  =f g(xz)dn(x)
JK JK JK

- f f(xzH) dn(x) = [ f(xH) d,x(x).
JK JK

Thus (2) holds. Now suppose that xH = x'(H) and yH = y'H. Then x' =
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zxx andy' = z2x for z,, z2 E H. Applying (2) with ju = px *py and z = zxz2,

we find

JV(«# ) d(Px. *Py)(u) =JKf(uH) d(Px *py */V»

= fj(uH)d(px*Py)(u).

Therefore the definition ofpXJI * pyIi is unambiguous and (1) is well defined.

Lengthy, but routine, arguments show that (pxH, PyH^PxH * PyH extends

uniquely to a positive-continuous bilinear mapping from M(K//H) X

M(K//H) into M(K//H) and that K//H is a hypergroup. The involution

in K//H is, of course, given by (xHy = xH.   □

4.2. Definition. A commutative hypergroup K is called a Z-hypergroup

provided that K//Z is a compact hypergroup.

4.3. Proposition. A hypergroup K is a Z-hypergroup if and only if K = CZ

for some compact subset C of K.

Proof. The natural mapping it of K onto K//Z is open and continuous [8,

10.3B]. If K = CZ and C is compact, then m(C) = K//Z is also compact.

On the other hand, if K//Z is compact, then K//Z = ir(C) for a compact

subset C of K; this is a topological result about continuous open mappings

between locally compact spaces. Hence K = CZ.   □

We next show that (K//Z)"= Z x.

4.4. Proposition. Let K be a Z-hypergroup such that K is a hypergroup. For

<p in Zx, tp'(xZ) = <p(x) defines an element of(K//Z)". <pi-»<p' is a one-to-one

map ofZx onto (K//Z)" and both hypergroups are discrete.

Proof. It is easy to see that <p' is well defined and continuous on K//Z.

Moreover,

<p'(xZ *yZ) = f       <p'(wZ) d(pxZ *pz)(uZ) = f <p(u) d(px *py)(u)
JK//H JK

= <p(x*y) = <p(x)<p(y) = <p'(xZ)<p'(yZ).

Now <p' is automatically hermitian since K//Z is compact [3, 3.5] and so

<p' E (K//Z)\ Obviously <pi-><p' is one-to-one. If ^ E (K//Z)\ then <p(x) =

\(>(xZ) defines an element in Zx such that <p' = i//. Thus qpi-xp' maps onto

(K//zy.
Corollary 2.5 shows that (K//Z)" is discrete. To show that Zx is discrete

it suffices to show that 1 is isolated in Zx [8, 7.1B]. By 4.3 K = CZ for a

compact set C in K. Clearly

W= {(PEZ±:\<p(c)- l\ <' for aile E C}
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is a neighborhood of 1 in Z x and

W= [<p E Zx: \<p(x) - 1| <| forallxEtf}

since K = CZ. Proposition 2.4 now shows that W = {1} and so 1 is isolated
inZx.   □

4.5. Corollary. // K is as in 4.4, then (K//Zy is a discrete hypergroup

under pointwise multiplication.

We now prove some orthogonality relations similar to those in Grosser and

Moskowitz [6, §2].

4.6. Theorem. Let K be a Z-hypergroup where K is a hypergroup. If \p, <p are

in K and X(u/) = X(tp), then i/*p is constant on each xZ and hence induces a

continuous function on K//Z. Moreover,

j        \p<p = 0   if and only if'\p =£ <p.
Jk//z

Proof. If x E K and z E Z, then i*(xz) = \p(x)\¡/(z) and <p(xz) =

q>(x)cp(z). Also \p(z) = <p(z) has modulus 1 and so

i/>(xz) <p(xz) = x¡,(x)<p(x)4,(z)lrfzj = t(x) <PW •

Thus \jxp induces a continuous function on K//Z.

Now suppose that uV ̂ <p and that X(\¡>) = X(<p). Then i/*p|z = 1 and so

suppQfy *p-) CZX = Zx by Proposition 3.5. By 4.4, Zx is discrete and so

suppQfy * /?9) is both compact and discrete, hence finite. Since ̂  j* tp, 1 is not

in suppQ^ */>-). Thus

supp(^ */>9) = {<px,..., <p„} ç Zx \ {1}.

It follows that ̂ 9 = 2J_ ityfy and so

^//z ,=i   jJk//z

since each (pj is a character different from 1 on the compact commutative

hypergroup K//Z [3,3.5].   □

5. Z-groups and Z-hypergroups. Let G be a Z-group with center Z, and let

Gj be the hypergroup of conjugacy classes discussed at the end of §1. Each

class [z] in G7 consists of a single point for z E Z. Hence we regard Z Q G¡.

5.1. Theorem. The commutative hypergroups G¡//Z and (G/Z)¡ are

isomorphic.

Proof. For [xZ] in (G/Z)¡, we define <p([xZ]) = [x]Z. To see that <p is

well defined, consider [xZ] = [yZ]. Then yZ = wxw~xZ for some w E G
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and so y = wxw~~xz0 for some z0 E Z. To show [x]Z = [y]Z it suffices to

show [y]Z C [x]Z. If zx E Z, then yz, = wxw~xz0zx and we claim

Ply] *Pz, = Plx] *PZoZt   mM(Gj). (1)

To see this, observe that ß(yz) = ß(y)z for any inner automorphism ß E

1(G),y E G and z E Z, and therefore

Ply] *Pz, ̂LPlßW*,] dß =fpiß(y^]dß
•'/(G) ''H.G)

= J P[ß(wxW-hazi)] dß =J Plßfrxv-'hez,] dß
1(G) ->I{G)

= Plwxw-<] *Pz0zl mPlx] *Pz0zl-

From (1) we infer that

™pp(ply] *pz) « supp(/?u *pZgZ¡) ç[x]Z

and hence [y]Z C [x]Z. Similar arguments show that tp is one-to-one and

onto, and it is straightforward to check that <p is a homeomorphism.

To show that y preserves convolution it suffices to show that

/        fd(p\x\z *Ply]Z) = I f"9 d(p\xZ\ *P[yzi) (2)
JG,//Z J(G/Z),

for / in C(Gj//Z). For ß E 1(G) and xZ E G/Z we define ß'(xZ) =

ß(x)Z. One verifies easily that ß^ß' is a well-defined continuous group

homomorphism of 1(G) onto I(G/Z). A standard argument, using this fact

and the uniqueness of Haar measure on I (G/Z), shows that

for all continuous functions g on I (G/Z). Now consider the natural maps:

7T, ÎT,

G r-^ G/Z r-A (G/Z)j

\*3 U* 7T4 *

Gj  I-*— GjIIZ

This diagram commutes: <p ° w2 ° w, = tt4 ° w3. To check (2) consider / in

C(Gj//Z),   x,   y E G.   For   y £ I(G/Z)   we   define   g(y) =
/ o <p o ir2(y(xZ) yZ). Then g is continuous on I (G/Z) and we will apply (3)

to g below. Indeed, we have

f      f°<pd(pixZ]*piyz])=f      f ° <p(h(xZ)yZ]) dy
J(G/Z), JHG/Z)

= f /T v2(y(xZ)yZ) dy = f     focpo mz(ß'(xZ)yZ) dß. (4)
JI(G/Z) JI(G)
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Now

/°r ■n1(ß'(xZ)yZ)=foy = «2(ß(x)ZyZ) =/» <¡> o *2(ß(x)yZ)

= /° <p ° 7T2 ° Wl(ß(X)y) =/o ^ o 7T3(ß(x)y) =/° 7T4([ ß(x)v])

and so the integrals in (4) equal

jf     /o 774([ ß(x)y]) ¿ß -f f*vAd(pljä *p[y])

=   f fd(p[x]Z*Ply]z)-
JGj//Z

This establishes (2) as desired.   □

5.2. Corollary. G¡ is a Z-hypergroup.

As we mentioned in §1, the set G¡ is identified with the space X of

normalized characters on G. To be more explicit, let G" denote the set of

equivalence classes of continuous irreducible unitary representations of G.

Each representation p in G" has finite dimension dp [6, 2.1]. If xp is the

character of the representation p, then \pp = d~xxp is the normalized charac-

ter corresponding to p. The space 3£ of normalized characters on G is exactly

the space of /(G)-characters [6, 4.2] and hence is in one-to-one correspon-

dence with Gj. For p E GA, let X(4>p) = ^ |z. Then X: 3¿\->Z is the map used

in [6, §6] and [5] and is essentially the map we defined prior to Proposition

3.5. It will be the basic tool used to prove Theorem 5.5, which will show that
Gj is a hypergroup.

5.3. Discussion. For p, a in G" we have p ® a = 27-1",*'/ with v¡ in G".
Thus

m

XpXo     2a m¡Xi>i
/-l

and hence

m

W, = 2 a,*,   where a, - n^d^d'1.

In other words, if ip, y are in 3E, then

m

# = 2 arf¡   where ß- E X and a, = n^df^'1; (1)

here d^, */,, and d¡ represent the dimensions of the representations correspond-

ing to u>, y and \¡/¡, respectively. Note that 27-1^,- = L Since

MW(<P) = E «AC*/)   onZ,
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and since characters on Z are linearly independent, we see that

K4>i) = M#)H<P)   whenever a¡ ¥> 0. (2)

5.4. Lemma. Consider a net (4>a, ya) in 3£ X 36 converging to (\p, y) and

expand \py as in 5.3(1). For sufficiently large a we have

m

*«9« = 2 afa (1)
Í-1

where

lim ¡pia = 4>,  for i = 1,2,..., m. (2)

Proof. Since pi-»^ is a homeomorphism of G* onto 3£ [9, 5.3], Theorem 1.4

of [5] and 5.5 of [6] combine to assert that X: &-»Z is a local homeomorphism

of £ onto Z. In view of 5.3(2), for each i = 1, 2,..., m there is a neigh-

borhood W¡ of i//,- in 3£ such that X, = X| w is a homeomorphism of W¡ onto a

neighborhood U¡ of X(4>)X(y) in Z. We may assume that the W¡ are pairwise

disjoint and that the U¡ are all equal, to U say. For large a, X(ipa)X(ya) belongs

to U. For such a and each /, there exists «^,a in W¡ for which X(\}/ia) =

X(\pa)X(ya). Since the sets W¡ are disjoint, the orthogonality relations in [6, 6.1]

show that

L lMfc-0   foTi¥>j. (3)
G/Z

From [6, 4.3] it follows that

Mr = <& (4)I
'G/Z

Likewise, we have

X ^ = 0   fori^y (5)
G/Z

and

/     Hf = d2. (6)
JG/Z

Since each X, is a homeomorphism, (2) holds. Since dimension is continuous

[5, p. 67], we have hma4„ - d¡, lim^ = a\ and lim^ = dr Since
dimension is integer-valued, we have

dia = d,,   d^ = <4   and   d^ = dv (7)

for large a. For each a we can write

*«9a = 2   «fcA+ 2   Mi« (8)
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with all \pia and \¡/ja distinct. Again the orthogonality relations hold [6, 6.1] and

so

<*i«d2a = f     4>a<pa$, -» f     ifaiï, = arf;
JG/Z JG/Z

here we used (3)-(6). Now from (7) we infer that limaa,a = a¡ for each i. For

large a, aia must have the form k/d^d^ for some integer k [see 5.3(1)] and so

each aia equals a, for large a. Since 27-1«,- = 1, we conclude that the è,a's in

(8) do not appear for large a and so (8) is equivalent to (1).   □

5.5. Theorem. Let G be a Z-group. The space X of normalized characters on

G has a hypergroup structure compatible with pointwise multiplication:

m m

'f*kP = 2 adt, thenp^ *pv = 2 a¡P^ 0)
/-i /-i

Proof. It is easy to check that the convolution defined in (1) extends to an

associative convolution onM (X). According to [8, 2.4B], convolution will be

positive-continuous provided (\j/, y)i->p^ * p9 is continuous from X X X into

M+(X). This is easily shown using Lemma 5.4. Lemma 5.4 can also be used

to show that the map (\¡/, y)^snpp(p^ * pv) is continuous from X X X into

the space of compact subsets of X.

The identity in X is the function 1 and the involution is given by

conjugation. Let \p, y be in X; we check that 1 E supp(^ * p¿) if and only if

$ = y. In any case we can write
m

\[iy = c • 1 + 2 c¡i>i   with all ̂  ^ 1.
i=i

If 1 is in suppt/fy * Pj), then c ^ 0 and so X(i|/,) = X(\p)X(y) = 1 for all i by
5.3(2). Then Sg/z^ = c t^ 0 by the orthogonality relations [6, 6.1] and the

same result shows that i// = y. On the other hand, if ^ = y then X(\p) = X(y)

and so X(4>)X(y) = 1. The orthogonality relations hold again and we find

emf     ^p=f     |^>o,
JG/Z JG/Z

i.e. 1 E suppCfy * p^).   □

6. M(K) for special K. For a nondiscrete locally compact abelian group G

the measure algebra M(G) is always a very complicated object compared

with LX(G). In contrast, for some nondiscrete hypergroups K, M(K) is a nice

well-behaved object. This fact has been observed for the algebra of radial

measures on R" [13, §4], [11] and for the center of M(G) where G is a

compact simple Lie group [10]. Dunkl [2, §3] studies well-behaved M(K) for

certain compact hypergroups K. In this section, we generalize Dunkl's results

so that they apply, for example, to the algebra of radial measures on R".
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Proofs will be sketchy or omitted. Several examples are discussed.

The proof of the first proposition mimics the proof for the group case [7,

20.17]. Note that every commutative hypergroup K has a Haar measure m;

this nontrivial fact was proved by Spector [15].

6.1. Proposition. If A is an m-measurable subset of K such that 0 < m(A)

< co, then e is in the interior of A * A.

6.2. Corollary. If H is a subhypergroup of K containing a subset A such

that 0 < m(A) < oo, then H is open.

Proof. Use 6.1 and [8, 10.2A].   □

We next determine when the center Z of K has positive measure; cf. [2,
3.4].

6.3. Proposition. Suppose that K is a hypergroup. The following are equiva-
lent:

(i) Haar measure mz on Z is a nonzero multiple ofm\z,

(ii) 0 < m (A) < co for some subset A of Z,

(iii) Z is open in K,

(iv) each hypercoset $ * Z x is compact in K,

(v) Z x is compact in K,

(vi) some hypercoset \¡> * Z x is compact in K.

Proof. The equivalence of (i)-(iii) is straightforward; see 6.2. The equiva-

lence of (iv)-(vi) is also straightforward; see [8, 3.2B].

To see that (ii) implies (v), note that p. = m\A is absolutely continuous with

respect to m and so ß E C0(K) by [8, 7.3F]. Hence {> E K: fi(ip) = m(A)} is

compact in K and it suffices to observe that Zx C {\¡/ E K: fi(\}/) = m(A)).

Finally we show that (v) implies (iii). Let a be the Haar measure on the

compact hypergroup Zx. Then a E M +(K) and the inverse Fourier-Stieltjes

transform à is continuous on K. Thus {x E K: ä(x) ¥= 0} is open in K and it

suffices to prove

Z= {xEK:a(x)^0}. (1)

Consider x in K and define x*(i/0 = ip(x) for \¡> E Zx. Then xs is a character
on the hypergroup Z x and

ä(x)=f   x*MdaW).
Jzx

The characters onZ x form an orthogonal basis for L2(Z x) and so ä(x) ¥= 0

if and only if x* = 1, i.e. if and only if x is in Zxx. So (1) holds by (3.4(h)).

D
For p E M(K), let «ji = /x|z. Let Mh(K) = { p E M(K): \ ¡t\(Z) = 0}.
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6.4. Lemma. M(K) = M(Z) © Mh(K) and the projection ir of M(K) onto

M(Z) is bounded with norm 1.

Sometimes tr is an algebra homomorphism, as we will show in Proposition

6.7. Ma(K) denotes the set of measures in M(K) that are absolutely

continuous with respect to m. If x E K and z E Z then/^ *pz = pxz. But in

some hypergroups it turns out th&tpx *py E Ma(K) for x,y E K \ Z. With

this in mind, we will say that K is «-fold absolutely continuous if xx,..., xn

E K\Z implies^ * • ' • *px E Ma(K). For examples of this phenomenon,

see 6.12-6.14 and 6.17.

6.5. Lemma. If Kis n-fold absolutely continuous, then

px,...,p„EMh (K) implies (ix * • • •   * p^E Ma (K).

Proof. Consider px,..., ¡i„ E Mh(K) and p. = p.x* - • • */v For k = I,
2,..., n let Ak be the «-fold Cartesian product whose fcth factor is Z and

whose other factors are K. Let A0 be the /2-fold Cartesian power of K \ Z. Let

B be a Borel set in K with m(B) = 0. Then

M(*) < 2 //•••/ Px*• • • *Px„(B)d\¡ix\(xx)• • • ¿|ft,|(jO.
* = 0 JJ JAk

The integral over A0 is 0 because K is «-fold absolutely continuous. The

remaining sum is bounded by 2¿=i(|/i1| X • • • X |ju.n|)(y4A) and this is 0

since each pk is in Mh(K). Thus m(B) = 0 implies \p(B)\ = Q and so

fiEMa(K).   □
6.6. Discussion and notation. Recall from [8, 6.3] that £b(K) consists of

all multiplicative functions on K. Thus ICQ £b(K) and the inclusion can be

strict [8, 9.5]. However, we have K*= 3ib(K) for a large class of hypergroups;

see [17, §1].
For \¡i E Zb(K) and p. E M(K), define t^,(jli) = fK\p dp. Each t^ belongs to

the carrier space A of M(K) [8, 6.3A] and ^-»t^ is a homeomorphism of

£b(K) into A. Hence we regard 3ib(K) ç A. For p. E M(K) we write ß for its

Gelfand transform: ß(r) = t(p) for t E A. Since K C £b(K), we have K Ç A

and jü|¿ = ß.

6.7. Proposition. Suppose that K is n-fold absolutely continuous, that K is a

hypergroup and that m(Z) = 0. Then the projection •n: M(K)\-*M(Z) is an

algebra homomorphism and is bounded in the K-sup-norm:

IK^riL<IIAIU   forp.EM(K). (1)

If p. E M(K), then

pEMh(K)   if and only ifßEC0(K). (2)

Proof. We first prove (2). If p. E Mh(K), then by 6.5 its «-fold convolution
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p" belongs to Ma(K). Hence ß" is in C0(K) and so ß E C0(K).

Now suppose that jû E C0(K). Since ¡l = <n\L + ph where ¡ih E Mh(K) it

suffices to show that <rrp = 0. Since (777t)" = ß — ßh is in CqÍ/C), it suffices to

prove

vEM(Z)   and   £ E C0 (K) imply y = 0. (3)

Consider any x E X(K) Ç Z. By 3.8, Zx = {$ E K: X(\p) = x} is a hyperco-
set of Z x and so by 6.3, Zx is noncompact in K. v is constant on Zx, in fact,

i(i//) = vz(x) for all \p E Zx where vz denotes the Fourier-Stieltjes transform

of v on Z. Since Zx is closed and noncompact, v must vanish on Zx. This

shows that vz = 0 on X(y^). Since X(¿) is dense in Z by 3.6, we conclude that

vz = 0. Thus v = 0 and (3) is valid.
To prove (1) we again consider x E X(K). Since Z% is noncompact in K, it

is noncompact in the compact carrier space A of M(K). Hence the closure

Zx" of Zx in A is bigger than Zx. Select t in Z~ \ Zx; then t is a limit of a net

{(//„} in Zx. Thus

A(t) = lim /Îa) = lim [W0U + (^r(^)]. (4)

The first equality in (4) shows that

Im(t)|<||mII«. (5)
We also have (irpytya) = (^m)*(x) f°r eacri « and lim^^H^) = 0 since

ßh E C0(K). Therefore

*(t)-M*(x) (6)
and so (5) shows that

l(^)"(x)l<IIAIL- (7)
Since (6) holds for all p. E M(K), one readily verifies that

(■n(p*v)y(x) = (wï(x)(™y(x)- (8)

Since (7) and (8) hold for all x in the dense subgroup X(K) of Z, we conclude

that (1) holds and that -n(\i * v)"= (irpy(irvy on Z. Since Fourier-Stieltjes

transforms are unique, we obtain tr(n * v) = (7171) * (-nv) so that tt is an

algebra homomorphism.   □

6.8. Corollary. With the hypotheses in 6.7, Mh(K) is a closed L-ideal in

M(K).

The next theorem tells us that for certain hypergroups K the carrier space

&m(k) °f M(K) is only slightly more complicated than the carrier space A^^j

of M (Z). In particular, if Z is finite, AM(i) is very well behaved.

6.9. Theorem. Suppose that K is n-fold absolutely continuous, that K =

£b(K), that K is a hypergroup and that m(Z) = 0. As usual, we regard
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K C AM(K). The algebra homomorphism ir: M(Kp->M(Z) induces an embed-

ding ofAM(Z) in AM(K). Then

K n AM(Z) =0,      K U AM(Z) = AM(K).

The closure of K in AM w equals K U Z ~ where Z ~ is the closure of Z in

^■M(zy A net i^a) m Ê converges to t E Z~ // and only if it is eventually

outside of each compact subset of K and X(ipa) -» t in AM(Z).

Proof. We leave the technical, but routine, details to the reader. Here is

why K and AM(Z) are disjoint. If i|/ were in K and the corresponding

functional t^, were in AM(Z), then t^ would vanish on Mh(K) and so \p would

vanish on the dense set K\Z.

To see that AM(K) = K u AM(Z), consider t in AM(K) \ K. Then t vanishes

on Ma(K) by [8, 6.3F] since K = £b(K). Because of 6.5, t must vanish on

Mh(K). Hence t is induced by an element of AM(Z).   □

6.10. Corollary. Under the hypotheses of 6.9, the following are equivalent:

(i) Z is discrete,

(ii) K is dense in AM(K),

(iii) M(K) is a symmetric Banach algebra.

The corresponding result for locally compact abelian groups can be found

in [16, 1.3.3].

6.11. Example. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let B be a

compact group of automorphisms of G so that G is an [F/^J^-group; see §1.

The space GB of ¿-orbits is a commutative hypergroup. Also GB is a

hypergroup and GB = Xb(GB). The center of GB consists exactly of the

one-element orbits. Thus the center of GB is the image of ZB = {x E G:

ß(x) — x for all ß E ¿} under the natural map tt: Gt-+GB. If ZB has Haar

measure 0 in G, then ir(ZB) has m-measure 0 in GB.

For x E G, let px be the measure in M(G) defined by Jaf dpx =

/*/(#(*)) dß. If px * tiy belongs to Ma(G) for all x, y E G \ ZB, then the

hypergroup GB is 2-fold absolutely continuous. It follows that GB satisfies all

the hypotheses of Theorem 6.9 [with n = 2] provided that

(i) ZB has Haar measure 0 in G,

(ii) px * py E Ma(G) for x,y E G \ ZB.

6.12. Example. Let G = R" and let B be the group 0(ri) of rotations in R".

Then ZB = {0}. Ragozin [11, 2.6] shows that ¡ix * py E Ma(R") for nonzero

x, y in R". Thus (i) and (ii) in 6.11 hold. GB is homeomorphic with [0, co), GB

is also homeomorphic with [0, co) and the carrier space of M(GB) is

homeomorphic with [0, co]. Of course, these facts can be established directly

[13, 4.4], [11, 3.3].
6.13. Example. Let G be the compact group Ap of/j-adic integers and let B
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be the group of units in Ap acting multiplicatively on Ap. The hypergroup GB

is studied by Dunkl and Ramirez [4]. GB is identified with the set

{0, 1, 2,..., co). Its center {co} has m-measure 0. For finite m, n in GB,

pm *p„(oo) = 0 and so pm *p„ E Ma(GB). So Theorem 6.9 and its corollary

apply to GB. GB can be identified with {0, 1, 2,... } in which case the carrier

space of M(GB) is {0, 1, 2.co}.

6.14. Example. Let G be the group Q of p-adic numbers and again let B be

the group of units in A^ Q tip. Then GB=> {..., —2, -1, 0, 1, 2.co}
and its center is {co}. GB can be identified with { — co,..., —2, — 1, 0, 1,

2,... }; here -co corresponds to the character identically equal to 1. The

carrier space of M(GB) is the one-point compactification of GB, i.e. the

two-point compactification of the integers.

6.15. Remark. The facts that « is an integer in Example 6.12 and that/> is

an integer in Example 6.13 are too restrictive. Extensions of these examples

are studied by Alan Schwartz [13] and Dunkl and Ramirez [4], respectively.

6.16. Example. Dunkl [1] begins with the ¿-dimensional sphere Sk, k > 2,

which has a unique rotation-invariant measure. Let/? be a fixed "north pole"

in S* and let Gp - (a E SO(k + 1): a(p) = p). The G^-invariant functions

and measures on Sk are called zonal functions and zonal measures. Since

they are determined by their values on G^-orbits, one may transfer them to

the space K = Sk/Gp of Gp-orbits, which is homeomorphic with [ — 1, 1]. The

center of K corresponds to the trivial orbits [the north and south pole], i.e. to

{-1, 1}. It turns out that K is a hypergroup to which 6.9 and 6.10 apply. K

can be identified with {0, 1, 2, 3,... }. The carrier space of M(K) has two

more elements, te and t0; rE = limn_t002n and t0 = lim„_>00(2« + 1).

6.17. Example. Let G¡ be the space of conjugacy classes of a compact

connected simple Lie group G. Ragozin [10] observes that the center of G is

finite and so the center of G¡ is also finite. From [10, 2.2] it follows that G¡ is

«-fold absolutely continuous where « is the dimension of G. So again 6.9 and

6.10 apply. If G = SU(2), then G, = [0, 2tt\ and its center is {0, 2tt}. If
G = 50(3), then Gj = [0, tt] and its center is {0}.
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